CAREER AT CaSa

Let CASA Be Your New Home for Excellent IT Security Research
We are constantly looking for scientific talents to join our team. By offering structured support programs and personalized mentoring, CASA aims to help doctoral and postdoctoral researchers to start their scientific careers.

Come to an Exceptional Place
Here in Bochum, you will find vast IT security expertise and an extensive network of exciting partners – such as the Max Planck Institute for Security and Privacy (MPI) as well as numerous other research institutes, companies and startups from the field of IT security. Become a Part of Our Fast-Growing Community – Apply Now!

WHO WE ARE

CASA is the only German Cluster of Excellence in the field of IT Security and is funded by the DFG with 30 million euros. This funding ensures excellent research conditions and allows us to support the needs and ambitions of our scientists.

SEVEN REASONS FOR CaSa

- Excellent Research Environment With Award-Winning Scientists
- Opportunities for Academic & Professional Development
- Excellent Support for Doctoral & Postdoctoral Researchers
- Budget for Courses, Conferences, Equipment & International Exchange
- Programs Designed to Support Parents
- Support Measures for Women in IT Security
- Open Team Culture
Our Values and Beliefs

We believe...

- that scientific excellence requires a cosmopolitan, diverse, and inclusive work environment,

- that innovation only happens when you think “out of the box”. We value creativity and new ideas. We enjoy developing them as a team with colleagues from different disciplines of computer science as well as psychology,

- that we achieve the best results as a team. We treat each other fairly and with respect, and we value a culture of open discussion,

- that excellence is not a question of gender. Realizing Equal Opportunities is a key priority within CASA. This is why female researchers receive full support for managing their professional careers. They benefit from numerous support measures and programs, including our “Women in Security and Cryptography” workshop,

- that it is possible to combine career and family – we offer young parents the support they need.

For More Information: casa.rub.de/en/jobs
WHERE WE ARE

The Ruhr-Universität Bochum
CASa is part of the Ruhr-Universität Bochum (RUB), which lies in the middle of the Ruhr Ruhr Area. With over 43,000 students and 20 faculties, it is one of the largest universities in Germany. True to its motto, “Creating Knowledge Networks”, the campus university RUB is known for its interdisciplinary research approaches.

The Ruhr Area
Paris, London, New York ... Ruhr Region! When it comes to urban flair, magnitude, and cultural diversity, the metropolitan region can compete with the world’s largest cities. Discover this incredibly diverse place: Swimming in an old colliery, partying in one of Germany’s most prominent nightlife spots, cycling through the countryside on kilometer-long bike paths, or spending the evening at the world’s most beautiful theater – the possibilities are as varied as the region itself.

IT Security Hotspot
What to expect from the Ruhr region: First-class IT security research institutions meet successful startups and well-established companies in the field. Together, they build a unique IT security ecosystem.
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